Welcome to Glasgow
Prestwick Airport
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GPA Tenants Security
Briefing
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Why is this Security Briefing Important?
• By virtue, Aviation and Airports are a target to those individuals
or organisations who may wish to do harm to civil aviation.
• As a tenant at Glasgow Prestwick Airport; you can make a
difference to the Safety and Security of all Airport Users.
• Feel empowered to report Security concerns to the Police and
Security department by the adoption of a stop and challenge
culture!
• Keeping people safe is a team effort; your contribution to that
goal should not be underestimated
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AIM
The aim of this Security Briefing is to:
• Increase personal Vigilance in an Airport Environment
• Promote Situational Awareness
• Report suspicious or unusual behaviour
• Disrupt; Deter and Deny Hostile reconnaissance
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How Can You Help?
• If you have been issued with a Security Pass please wear it at
chest height at all times

• Comply with Security Checks
• Challenge OR report people that are acting suspiciously or
taking an interest in security protocols (referred to as Hostile
Reconnaissance)

• Report any sightings of unattended items to security or the
Police

• Close doors behind you and do not allow anyone to tailgate
• Immediately Report any faults with security alarmed doors
• When off duty remove your Security Pass
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Remember
• Your Knowledge of the airport is of value to those individuals or
groups who wish to do harm to civil aviation

• Be mindful of what you post on social media, innocuous posts or
pictures about Security or your access rights could be exploited

Don’t talk about the airport to anyone who doesn’t need to
know!
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GPA Tenants Fire
Safety Briefing
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Introduction
FIRE CAN KILL- Statistics taken from the Government’s
communities website also show that in addition to the 19 fire
related deaths in workplaces between 2010 and 2011.
• 1,200 people were injured as a result of fires at work.
• An increase of 3% compared to 2008-2009.
• Smoke alarms were absent from the fire engulfed area in 37%
of home fires !That means in real hard cold facts that 16,400
that actually had experienced a house fire had no proper
smoke alarm fitted.
• 112 people died last year as a result of this. Amazingly there
were a further 76 deaths where a smoke alarm was installed
but was not working.
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Action on hearing the Fire Alarm
•
•
•
•
•

Stay Calm- DO NOT Panic!!
Leave the building by the nearest safe exit.
DO NOT use the lifts.
DO NOT stop to collect personal belongings.
Switch off electrical equipment if you have time and it is safe
to do so.

YOU SHOULD ALWAYS TREAT A FIRE ALARM AS REAL
EVENT!!
ON HEARING THE FIRE ALARM FOLLOW THE EVACUATION
PROCEDURES
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Action Discovering a Fire
• Stay Calm- DO NOT Panic!!
• Raise the Alarm Telephone 2000 internal (or breakglass)
• Only attempt to fight small fires without taking personal risk or
to allow escape.
• Ensure you keep the fire in front of you and a clear escape
route behind you at all times.
• DO NOT overstay your welcome.
• If the fire is out of control leave the building by the nearest
exit.
• DO NOT use the lifts.
• DO NOT stop to collect personal belongings.
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Types of Extinguisher
Fire extinguishers are colour coded to make them easily
identifiable. In the past the body of extinguishers were different
colours Water (Red), Foam (Cream), Powder (Blue), CO2
(Black) and Wet Chemical (Yellow).
You may have old or new type extinguishers in your work place.
However, new type extinguishers will be phased in over a period
of time.
Fire extinguishers and their accompanying signage will also
contain pictograms showing the kind of fires they can be used
on, as in the diagram below;
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Extinguisher

Class A Fires only Class A, B Fires only Class B,E Fires only Class A, B,C & E
Water
Foam
Fires only
Co2
Dry Powder

Class F & A Fires only
Wet Chemical

Remember Only tackle a fire after alarm has been raised
first and if entirely safe to do so.
Remember Only use extinguisher if familiar with its correct
use and it is the correct type.
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